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A few years ago, I was teaching a graduate course on drugs of
abuse and addiction. We were on the topic of preclinical choice
studies, where laboratory rats must make a mutually exclusive
choice between self-administering cocaine or an alternative
reward (e.g., sweetened water, appetitive foods, or another rat
to interact with). These studies consistently show that most rats
prefer the nondrug reward over cocaine [1] (and over heroin or
methamphetamine [2–5]). After I had reviewed these studies in
my class, a student asked, ‘Does this mean that sugar is more
addictive than cocaine?’. This question summed up the problem.
Across species, drugs like cocaine are thought to have rewarding
effects that greatly surpass those of other, nondrug rewards. So,
shouldn’t most rats choose cocaine? Yet, most rats choose the
other, nondrug reward instead. This is true for both sexes, and
even for rats with rather extensive drug using histories.
Addiction neuroscientists like me have pondered over this with

consternation. Do rats truly find many nondrug rewards more
rewarding than cocaine? The data certainly suggested it was so.
But this interpretation was troublesome. First, it is incompatible
with a very influential theory in addiction, the dopamine
hypothesis. With years of empirical support, this hypothesis
proposes that cocaine is a very rewarding and potentially
addictive drug in part because it evokes a uniquely large
dopamine response in the ventral striatum [6–8]. This should
make cocaine much more wanted than nondrug rewards. Second,
if most rats do indeed prefer a variety of different nondrug
rewards over cocaine, could this mean that most rats do not find
cocaine that rewarding after all? If this is so, then how useful is it
to use rats to study the neurobiological, psychological or
behavioural mechanisms of drug reward? Finally, if even rats with
significant cocaine-taking histories readily forego the drug for
sugar or a playmate, does this mean that rats cannot develop a
robust, reliable addiction-like phenotype? Despite these thorny
questions, there remained no other convincing explanations for
why most rats seem to prefer nondrug rewards over cocaine.
In this issue of Neuropsychopharmacology, Canchy et al. [9]

investigated this apparent paradox. They propose that if rats in
cocaine choice studies choose the alternative reward so often, it is
likely because the delay to cocaine reward is longer than it is for
the nondrug reward (sweetened water here). In other words,
perhaps cocaine is not chosen because its rewarding effects are
comparatively delayed, and not necessarily because sweet water
reward is larger in magnitude than cocaine reward is. Canchy et al.
[9] first analysed the literature to compare the respective delays of
action of intravenous cocaine versus food reward on dopamine
parameters in rat ventral striatum. This analysis showed that
intravenous cocaine exerts effects on dopamine uptake inhibition
and extracellular dopamine concentrations within an average

delay of ~15 s for 10% of peak effect, ~35 s for 50% of peak effect,
and ~60 s for peak effect. In contrast, food rewards (pellets,
sucrose, or saccharin) evoke an almost immediate dopaminergic
effect (~0.25 s for 10% of peak effect, ~1 s for 50% of peak effect,
and ~2 s for peak effect). Thus, cocaine has delayed effects on
dopamine kinetics compared to food reward, even when cocaine
is administered by the rapid intravenous route.
Next, Canchy et al. [9] determined how soon cocaine-

experienced male rats respond when cocaine is omitted during
a self-administration session. If during self-administration sessions
rats learn that cocaine reward comes after a certain delay, then
their response time after a drug omission should approximate that
delay. Indeed, after cocaine omission, the rats waited on average
~40–45 s before responding again. When an additional delay was
programmed between the operant response and the cocaine
infusion during self-administration, rats now waited even longer
before responding in drug omission tests. Together, these findings
indicate that the omission response time indeed reflects the
learned delay to cocaine reward.
Finally, in a clever and decisive experiment, the authors added

programmed delays to both the cocaine reward and the
alternative, sweet water reward. If rats normally choose the
alternative reward over cocaine because the delay to cocaine
reward is longer (a pharmacokinetic account of choice behaviour),
then with a sufficiently long delay, rats should shift their choice
from sweet water to cocaine. If sweetened water is actually more
rewarding than cocaine (a pharmacodynamic account), then the
rats should continue to choose the sweetened water over the drug,
regardless of the programmed delay. In support of the pharma-
cokinetic explanation, the delay attenuated the rats’ normal
preference for the nondrug reward. First, rats became slower to
make a choice, and while they respond faster for sweetened water
than for cocaine when there is no added delay, they now
responded most slowly for the sweetened water. Second, rats now
chose cocaine over sweetened water more often, and most rats
actually shifted their preference to cocaine (Fig. 1). Thus, when
there was no programmed delay, rats preferred the sweetened
water, choosing cocaine on average only 20% of the time. When
there was a 30-s programmed delay, rats showed no preference,
choosing cocaine on average 50% of the time. When the
programmed delay was increased to 60 s, the rats preferred
cocaine, selecting it ~65% of the time. These findings suggest that,
in choice studies, rats normally choose the alternative reward over
cocaine likely because the delay to cocaine reward is longer.
The findings of Canchy et al. [9] are remarkable and thought-

provoking, because they suggest that in cocaine choice studies, and
perhaps in choice studies with other drugs of abuse as well, rats
could be choosing not only between drug and nondrug reward, but
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between reward now and reward later. This might explain why rats
choose the alternative, nondrug reward so often. Thus, cocaine
choice studies are not incompatible with the notion that drugs like
cocaine have supranormal rewarding effects, or the notion that
addiction-relevant changes in brain, psychology, and behaviour can
be modelled in laboratory animals. And finally, these new findings
suggest that the conflict between data from choice studies and the
dopamine hypothesis of addiction could be more apparent than real.
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Fig. 1 When rats must choose between cocaine and an
alternative, nondrug reward (sweet water), adding a programmed
delay to both options causes rats to shift their preference to
cocaine. In this issue of Neuropsychopharmacology, Canchy et al. [9]
tested the hypothesis that rats in cocaine choice studies choose the
alternative reward more often than they choose the drug because
the delay to cocaine reward is longer than it is for the nondrug
option. To test this hypothesis, they allowed male rats to make a
mutually exclusive choice between cocaine and sweet water, during
tests where a delay was added to both options. When there was no
delay (0 s), rats chose cocaine over sweet water on average only 20%
of the time. With a 30-s delay, rats increased their cocaine choice,
opting for the drug on average 50% of the time. Finally, with a 60-s
delay, rats shifted their preference from sweet water to cocaine,
choosing the drug on average 65% of the time.
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